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Rosinter Restaurants Holding is the leading casual dining restaurant company in 
Russia and CIS and operates 384 outlets in 41 cities in Russia, CIS, Central Europe, 
and Baltic countries. The chain has 352 casual dining restaurants, including 131 
franchised restaurants, and 32 Costa Coffee outlets. The Company offers casual 
dining Italian, Japanese and American cuisine under its proprietary brands IL Patio 
and Planet Sushi and its franchised brand TGI Fridays, and it also develops and 
operates the Costa Coffee chain under a franchise. In March 2012 RAZVITIYE 
ROST LLC (a subsidiary of OJSC Rosinter Restaurants Holding) has acquired the 
right to develop McDonald’s brand on a franchise basis in Moscow and Saint 
Petersburg transport hubs. Rosinter Restaurants Holding is listed on the Moscow 
Exchange under the stock ticker ROST.

1990–1996 

The Company opens its first
~

 
restaurants: El Rincon Espanol 
(RedSquare), Le Chalet, Santa
Fe, American Bar & Grill and 
Cafe des Artistes

Patio Pizza casual dining
chain begins operations

Develops into the CIS and 
Russian regions; new restaurants 
open in Minsk and Omsk

1997-2000 
Acquires the rights to develop 
TGI Fridays in Russia, the CIS, 
the Baltics and Finland

The Planet Sushi chain is 
launched

The Honored Guest loyalty 
program is initiated

2001-2005
A TGI Fridays restaurant opens 
in Sheremetyevo 2 Airport in 
Moscow, our first transport hub 
operation

The Company launches a 
franchise program and expands 
its regional presence

Patio Pizza is re-branded as 
IL Patio 

The first combo and multi-brand 
restaurants opened

2006-2008 
Planet Sushi restaurants are re-styled

MALINATM, a co-branding 
loyalty program, is launched

IPO (Moscow Exchange ticker: ROST) 

Joint venture with Whitbread to 
develop the Costa Coffee 
chain in Russia

The Company wins a tender to 
manage the catering operation at 
Pulkovo Airport (Saint Petersburg) 

2009-2010 
Agreement reached to 
open 13 outlets at 
Sheremetyevo Airport, 
Terminal D

Successful SPO

2011-2013
New restaurants open in two airports: 
Tolmachevo and Kazan

A franchise agreement is signed to develop 
the chain of McDonald’s restaurants in 
transport hubs

Agreement reached to develop and 
operate more than 13 outlets in the railway 
stations in Moscow

The Company wins a tender to open 8 
restaurants in the new centralized terminal 
of Pulkovo Airport (Saint Petersburg)

Franchise

Corporate

Source: Company data, 12/31/2013
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PRESENCE IN 41 CITIES 
IN 10 COuNTRIES: 

RuSSIA, uKRAINE, 
KAZAKHSTAN, BELARuS, 
POLAND, LATVIA, HuNGARY, 
CZECH REPuBLIC, MOLDOVA, 
AZERBAIJAN
Source: Company data, 12/31/2013
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2013 was a very challenging year. It started with a positive trend during the first half and ended 
with a slowing-down economy that led consumers, including our core guests, to become more 
cautious in their spending in the second half of the year.

Before updating on the progress of our brand revitalization project, I want to highlight that our 
two core brands IL Patio and Planet Sushi are celebrating 20 and 15 years, respectively, serving 
our guests Italian and Japanese cuisine through our geography. IL Patio celebrated its 20th 
anniversary in 2013 with a successful marketing campaign, menus and promotions and Planet 
Sushi is also celebrating actively this year its 15th anniversary.

Our brand revitalization project for IL Patio and Planet Sushi has made important progress. The 
IL Patio new brand format and standards are ready for rollout, and several revitalized stores are 
already in operation. In the case of Planet Sushi, we are still fine-tuning our revitalized brand 
proposition and we expect to have the final format in the second half of 2014

As planned, in 2013 we continued our active expansion mainly in transport hubs where we 
believe we have a strong potential for profitable growth. We opened stores in five of the most 
active railway stations in Moscow, in Kazan airport and also in the new terminal of Pulkovo 
airport where we opened our first McDonald ’̀s store - the first store for this brand in an airport 
in Russia. Although we are still in early days, we believe that the addition of the McDonald’̀ s 
brand to our transport hubs offer in Moscow and Saint Petersburg will complement successfully 
our existing operations.

At the beginning of 2014 our President and CEO Kevin Todd presented his resignation motivated 
by very important family and personal reasons.

Our new CEO and President, Sergey Zaytsev, is a very seasoned executive who has been with 
us for more than 20 years and quickly consolidated a motivated and experienced Management 
Team. We welcome Sergey in his new role and are fully supporting him.

Under our new Management Team we expect 2014 
to be a year of final consolidation and I believe 
that drawing on our team’s cumulated experience 
and knowledge we will be able to sail successfully 
through the changing seas ahead of us.

A word of thanks to our shareholders for their 
patience and continuous trust throughout these 
challenging years. Our commitment to persevere 
and succeed has a great deal to do with our aim 
to be truly deserving of this all important vote of 
confidence.

I would also like to thank our Board Members 
who have provided invaluable support to our new 
Management Team in their effort to quickly return 
to profitability in the current economic environment.

We all see good momentum building and expect 
to turn the corner positively during the current year.

Rostislav 
Ordovsky-Tanaevsky Blanco
Founder and Chairman 

of the Board of Directors
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Denis Korablev,
Chief Financial Officer 

In 2013 we focused on the implementation of our key strategic initiatives. We made progress 
on our IL Patio and Planet Sushi brand revitalization project and by year-end we had 2 IL Patio 
and Planet Sushi revitalized stores and 2 IL Patio and Combo Sparkle stores. We dedicated 
substantial financial resources to our strategic development in transport hubs. We opened a total 
of 17 stores in several hubs, including the new international terminal of Pulkovo (Saint Petersburg 
airport), Kazan airport and Moscow railways stations and by year-end we still had a healthy 
development pipeline for 2014. We also made optimization in our restaurant portfolio and 
launched several initiatives that target improved business profitability. 

In 2013 our consolidated revenue from continuing operations and EBITDA (before impairment 
and write-offs) reached RUB 9 851 mln and RUB 445 mln, respectively. During the year, we took 
advantage of record low interest rates and successfully secured long-term loans to refinance 
existing debt and fund our investments. Our constant dialogue with our partner banks resulted in 
effective credit facilities signed with banks from Top-5 assets group in Russia.

Going forward into 2014, our focus is improved company profitability through several initiatives 
in progress that include an increased focus on store efficiency and profitability, the optimization 
of our support center, a very selective development, increased optimization of our cash flow 
management, and a decrease of our debt which increased temporarily in the second half of 
2013 due to excellent development opportunities in transport hubs.

I would like to thank our team for all the hard work in 2013 and for their ongoing contribution 
during 2014 supporting our plan of return to profitability.
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Mission

We provide our guests with delicious eating, 
drinking and social experiences. 
 

Vision

To be the casual dining market leader, with strong 
brands in prime locations flawlessly executed by 
the Company and its franchisee partners.

Values

ResPonsiBiliTY 
Run the business responsibly 

oPPoRTuniTY 
open the road for our employees »’  ̀success 
and future growth

sTanDaRDs 
set the standards for food quality and atmosphere 
in casual dining

TRusT 
Treat our guests with respect and passion

WORKING TOGETHER TO WIN
Our team comprises 6,300 people across Russia, the CIS and Europe. Operations 
are overseen by our board of directors that combines seasoned professionals from 
the restaurant industry and other relevant business sectors. We have a multinational 
team of  top managers with vast experience in multi-branded hospitality companies. 
This results in the perfect combination of international experience and local market 
knowledge, which complemented with highly professional teams throughout our 
organization – restaurants, brands and support centre – means that our team 
plays to win.

STAFF TRAINING AND SuPPORT
We support our colleagues to perform always at their best. Training is provided by 
our Corporate Training Centre which has been operating since 1991. It provides 
training and updates for our restaurant teams and ensures the development of the 
required skills to keep our competitive edge.

Compensation is an important motivational factor. We apply a system of 
appropriate payment levels and fair bonuses which includes free meals, medical 
insurance, and financial assistance. There are special incentives for employees with 
a service record over five years (Rostik Club). We also understand the benefit of 
non-financial motivation and our employees may participate in our Recognition 
Program, corporate contests (Best of the Best, Best Pizza Maker, Best Sushi Maker, 
Bartender Championship, and Barista Championship), corporate sport activities, 
and communication event tours for employees’ children, as well as the opportunity 
to stay connected via our corporate newspaper, intranet and extranet services.



STRATEGY SuMMARY
The strategy which we have been implementing since June 2012 
is focused on returning our business to profitability and requires 
us to focus on ‘̀ transactions, transactions and more transactions̀ ’.         
This entails executing the following five strategic directions:

1. Focus the portfolio: refers to our commitment to reshape and 
concentrate our portfolio in profitable, scalable, growing or high-
potential brands and regions.

2. Re-establish brand and operational competitiveness: addresses 
four initiatives that will bring our two main brands –- IL Patio and 
Planet Sushi –- to a major repositioning by 2014.

3. Improve profitability and sustainability: includes a series of 
operational efficiency and supply chain initiatives at restaurant and 
corporate levels that will impact our profitability positively. it also 
includes an overhead cost reduction.

4. Grow selectively: means focusing our corporate growth on 
higher-volume sites and on expanding our transport hub business 
further while providing enhanced support for our franchisees to 
continue growing their businesses.

5. Reorganise and build capabilities: refers to several initiatives that 
include a relocation of accountabilities and responsibilities between 
brands and operations and franchise support teams that will have 
a very positive impact in the way we deliver our brand experience. 
it also contemplates a reorganization that will lead to a leaner and 
more effective support service team in which ‘everyone serves the 
guest or someone who does’.
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A high-
performance 
organization 
and culture

Brands and 
concepts that 
consistently 
delight our 
guests

A growing set 
of high-quality 
locations & 
stores

Transparency,
Value,
Cooperation

Sustainable 
growth in 
margins, 
earnings and 
cash flow

Effective and 
productive 
organization

Best practice 
development

Engagement & 
communication

Brand 
revitalization

Home 
delivery

Portfolio 
optimization

Optimal site 
criteria

Brand and 
geography 
development 
plans

Improve 
franchise and 
investor value

Transparency 
and integrity 
for suppliers

Purchasing and 
supply chain 
improvement

Transaction and 
revenue growth

Store 
performance 
improvements

Margin 
improvements 
and waste 
elimination
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FounDeD: 1993
Cuisine: ITALIAN
http://il-patio.rosinter.com

We are the family of Italian IL Patio restaurants, where everyone wishes to spend time 
with a family, friends and beloved. You can experience Italian atmosphere and try both 
traditional and unordinary interesting dishes of Italian cuisine cooked according to unique 
recipes and at attractive price.

BRanD Values:

Traditions and quality 
The taste of Italy is the taste of IL Patio. 

We pay the main attention to traditional Italian dishes: pizza and pasta. Also our mission 
is to give a new gastronomic experience to our guests, creating dishes inspired by Italy.

Hospitality and affordability
Friendly service and Italian attentiveness and hospitality

High quality at affordable price (quality is higher than price)

Coziness and comfort
It is a place with a really home-like atmosphere to enjoy time-out with family, 
friends or colleagues.
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FounDeD: 1999
Cuisine: JAPANESE
http://planet-sushi.rosinter.com

Planet Sushi is a casual concept committed to the fundamental values of Japanese cuisine 
such as laconic presentation, impeccable cooking, traditional and specialty recipes, 
and premier quality products in their pure initial state. However, along with preserving 
tradition, Planet Sushi is looking to the future by adding new tastes from pan-Asian food. 

The interior design is minimalistic and inspired by Japanese philosophy combining 
Japanese traditions with today’̀ s reality, so here bamboo chopsticks meet Wi-Fi. A warm 
color palette together with dimmed lights and quiet Japanese music creates a warm and 
relaxed atmosphere - a perfect environment for a friendly get-together, or a romantic 
dinner or a lunch with business partners. 
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oPeneD in Russia: 1997
Cuisine: AMERICAN 
http://tgifridays.ru/eng

Rosinter Restaurants Holding operates TGI Fridays restaurants according to the standards 
of the world famous American brand under a franchise agreement with Carlson 
Restaurants Worldwide. 

The name of the chain which stands for ‘̀ Thank God, it’̀ s Friday ’̀ which perfectly reflects 
the end-of-the-week enthusiasm we all feel when work is over and we can finally relax 
and enjoy our friends’̀  company. 

The menu features rich starters, steaks, and a wide choice of original cocktails –- all in 
the generous portions that TGI Fridays is well known for.

Dark wood panelled walls are decorated with rare and curious memorabilia associated 
with well-known athletes, pop and rock stars. The 70’̀ s-styled bar and special lighting 
create a pleasant environment, inviting one to relax and enjoy a good time with friends. 
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oPeneD in Russia: 2008
FoRMaT: COFFEE SHOP  
www.costacoffee.ru

Rosinter develops the Costa Coffee chain across Russia under a franchise agreement 
with Whitbread PLC. 

Costa Coffee is a good place to take a break and enjoy some time-out. The beans in 
all our coffee shops are roasted in London under the strict supervision of Italian experts, 
and the chain’̀ s baristas are trained at our local Barista Academy. Each coffee shop 
undergoes regular inspection to ensure strict adherence to recipes and processes in the 
preparation of our drinks.

Costa Coffee offers sandwiches, snacks and a wide range of cakes and pastries, usually 
with some options that reflect local tastes. 

Experts, as well as consumers, consider Costa Coffee one of Britain’̀ s strongest brands.
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FounDeD: 2009
Cuisine: RuSSIAN  

Mama Russia restaurants have been designed especially for transport hubs and operate 
on a free-flow system. The menu, the setting and the atmosphere offer a beautiful 
combination of traditional and modern trends. The restaurants offer familiar Russian 
dishes, including Russian salad (olivier), beet salad (vinegret), various snacks and soups, 
main courses, hot dishes, pies (pirozhki), desserts, and such drinks as kvas, lemonade 
and kisel. 

Cozy sofas, soft lighting, bookshelves, paintings and linen create a natural home-like 
atmosphere. Friendly staff and large tables for groups make it a perfect place to have 
a good chat with friends. 
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FounDeD: 1994
Cuisine: AMERICAN  
http://ambar.rosinter.com 

American Bar & Grill restaurants are currently expected to expand mainly in transport hubs.

Authentic American cuisine is the food of the Cajuns –- the descendants of French colonists 
–- with an abundance of hot tomato and chili pepper sauces. 

Besides offering good meals with generous portions, American Bar & Grill is a place for 
business meetings, family dinners, get-togethers with friends, or celebrations. 

The atmosphere is that of the Wild West. The interiors are decorated in a cowboy style 
with wooden furniture, open-beam ceilings, cowboy hats, stirrups, carriage wheels and 
America-related posters on the walls.

 

   



TRANSPORT HuBS
Rosinter has vast experience in the expansion and management of restaurants at 
transport hubs, including airports and railway stations. We offer state-of-the-art solutions 
for the public food-serving industry at any transport infrastructure. Our business portfolio 
features a wide range of restaurant formats, reliable concepts and popular brands.

Own Brands                                                                          Licensed Brands

Our brands comprise full-service restaurants, free-flow restaurants, coffee shops and 
coffee kiosks, bars, quick-service restaurants, corporate canteens for airport personnel 
and flight crews, catering facilities for official delegations and VIPs, and meals for 
passengers on delayed flights.

We have 59 restaurants and coffee shops in 10 transport hubs where Rosinter has proven 
itself as a valued and reliable partner. We comply with the highest construction standards, 
adhere to all technological and legal requirements, and provide quality services. We 
sincerely care about our guests’ safety. These aspects of our business approach have 
been appreciated by the management and experts of many of the largest transport hubs 
in Russia and the CIS.
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FRanChising

Our motto is: ‘̀ We are one team!’̀  and as a major franchisor of casual-dining chains, 
Rosinter works hard to make sure our franchisees have what they need in place to run 
great businesses. We offer potential partners the right (license) to expand a well-established 
business model under the Company’̀ s own brands of IL Patio and Planet Sushi. Under 
license agreements, the Company also expands several international brands including    
TGI Friday’s, Costa Coffee in different territories, McDonald’̀ s in transport hubs, and applies 
best international franchising practice. 

FRanChising MoDel 

our franchising model grants access to a complete corporate package of popular 
trademarks, successful business model, unique design and interior decor, branded menus 
(main and seasonal menus), food safety (haCCP), best purchase prices from reliable 
providers of goods and services, state-of-the-art marketing instruments, international 
service standards, products and equipment specifications, and restaurant management 
guidance.

our franchisees also benefit from business support. This entails the expert advisory in 
evaluating of premises or plot designated for restaurant construction, the selection of 
sites, the application of selection criteria and advice on adequate location, convenient 
access and suitability of sites for development, consultation on construction and permits, 
coordination of layout and provision of equipment specifications, the approval of design 
project, approval of the list of suppliers, consultations on sales, average check and 
turnover, and consultation on personnel recruitment, staff and management training.

The il Patio and Planet sushi brands won the golden 
Franchise 2010 award (BuYBRanD) for best franchising 
offer. This award is usually given to the most reliable and 
efficient brands expanded through franchising.
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Sheremetyevo

Pulkovo

Borispol

Tolmachevo

Riga

Kazan

Moscow, Russia

St Petersburg, Russia

Kiev, ukraine

Novosibirsk, Russia

Riga, Latvia

Kazan, Tatarstan Republic, 
Russia

Kursky

Paveletsky

Kazansky

Belorussky

Leningradsky

Moscow, Russia

Moscow, Russia

Moscow, Russia

Moscow, Russia

Moscow, Russia



WE CARE!
Our restaurants are family-oriented. We consider the family 
to be the basis upon which society helps each individual 
to realise their potential. We understand that our future 
depends on how well we care for our children and our 
families today, which is why Rosinter’s charity programs 
focus on this issue.

CHARITY INSTEAD OF PROMOTION ARTICLES
On behalf of our partners, we donate our budget for New Year’s gifts to the Gift of Life 
Foundation in the hope that it will help save a young but important life. 

LET THE MOTHERS OF BIG FAMILIES TAKE A BREAK 

A number of our restaurants provide large underprivileged families with full-course 
dinners to ensure that the children eat well and that also the mothers can take a break 
from cooking and get some time for themselves. It’s a welcome break and one which they 
deserve!

MARIA’S CHILDREN  

The Company has been collaborating with the Maria’s Children Arts & Rehabilitation 
Centre for some years. The Centre focuses on social adaptation and on the major 
challenges faced by children who are not only deprived of a real home since early 
childhood but also suffer from particular diseases. This prepares them to better enter the 
adult world.
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CReaTing BRanD loYalTY anD RePeaT Business 
ThRough QualiTY

The Honoured Guest loyalty program was Russia’̀ s first 
loyalty program for restaurant-goers launched in 1997. it was 
acknowledged as Russia’̀ s best loyalty program and awarded 
the silver Mercury prize in 2005. 

Malina is a unique co-branding loyalty program launched 
in 2006. The program’s co-partners come from more than        
24 well-known brands. Malina has currently issued more than 
6.5 million cards.

QualiTY assuRanCe

We apply the hazard analysis Critical Control Points (haCCP) Food safety Program which 
requires strict adherence to all applicable hygienic and sanitary standards across our 
operations. The haCCP system has been introduced by the european union and is applied 
by the world’̀ s major companies to ensure the highest food and cooking safety and to 
monitor every stage of the food chain from the provider to each guest̀ ’s plate. We employ 
transparent tender processes to select the best suppliers and we require food quality 
certificates. We also control suppliers through the detection of gMos (genetically Modified 
organisms). We apply a self-inspection sanitary program to ensure the implementation of 
food safety measures in restaurants, and run compulsory food safety training for all 
restaurant employees. There is proper labelling of food items and kitchen utensils.
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shaRe PRiCe PeRFoRManCe

in June 2007 the iPo free float consisted of 25.975% of our issued share capital. in the 
iPo, the shares sold for us$32.0 each, giving the Company an approximate market 
capitalization of us$385 million. in 2010 the company completed an sPo. new shares, 
in a number equivalent to 25.5% to the post-sPo outstanding shares, were sold for 
us$10.5 each increasing the free float.
 
at the end of 2013, the closing share price on the MoeX stood at RuB 101.0 (us$3.1), 
equaling a market capitalization of approximately us$50.5 million. our relatively thin 
trading volumes are linked to low liquidity.

The historical performance of any stock is not a guide to future performance, and 
current and potential investors should seek independent advice before making investment 
decisions. The investor relations area of our corporate website (www.rosinter.com) 
provides a list of independent analysts who cover our Company.

DiViDenD PoliCY

our dividend policy is based on the belief that the reinvestment of profits to fund the 
continued growth of our business represents the best long-term return on investment for 
all shareholders. We have not paid any dividends in the past and do not expect to do 
so for the foreseeable future, given the capital requirements of our business and current 
development strategy.

any future payment of dividends must be recommended by our Board of Directors and 
approved by our general Meeting of shareholders, in line with our Corporate Charter. 
in addition, our ability to pay dividends is also governed by Russian legislation and is 
dependent upon the receipt of dividends and other distributions from our subsidiaries. 
By law, any future dividends for Rosinter Restaurants holding have to be paid from the 
company’ё̀ s net profit according to Russian Accounting Standards (RAS).
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We enDeaVoR To keeP all inFoRMaTion CuRRenT anD 
uPDaTe ouR shaReholDeRs anD PaRTneRs on all ouR 
MaJoR DeVeloPMenTs anD oPeRaTional ResulTs To 
alloW TheM To TRaCk ouR PeRFoRManCe anD shaRe 
ouR suCCess.

shaRe CaPiTal

Our shares are listed in the Moscow Exchange under the ticker symbol “ROST”. We strive to 
maximize our information transparency and communicate with the investment community 
proactively in the interests of both effective corporate governance and maximizing the 
liquidity of our securities. We also retain an independent share registrar and we announce 
all significant operational and financial information that might potentially affect the market 
value of the Company ’̀s securities. As part of our day-to-day Investor Relations work, we 
maintain an up-to-date database of all investors who have asked us to provide them with 
the latest news concerning developments at our Company.

as of December 31, 2013 the share capital of Rosinter Restaurants holding consisted of 
16,305,334 ordinary shares.
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hR & ReMuneRaTion CoMMiTTee 
The hR & Remuneration Committee is responsible for creating conditions to attract 
qualified people to the management of the Company and provide incentives for 
successful performance.

The Committee is made up entirely of non-executive members of the Board and must 
be chaired by a non-executive director. 

Current hR & Remuneration Committee was appointed on July 25, 2013 and consists 
of 2 members: David Fitzjohn (Chairman) and Richard Thomas Snead.
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Rosinter Restaurants Holding’s corporate governance policy is compliant with the Joint Stock 
Companies law, other applicable laws and regulations of the Russian Federation, and 
the Company Charter. Rosinter Restaurants holding has adopted a Corporate Code of 
Conduct that sets out the fundamental principles of the company ’̀s corporate governance 
system.

GENERAL SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING
The General Shareholders’̀  Meeting is the Company’̀ s supreme governing body. 
Participation in it is open to all Company shareholders empowered to take decisions on 
fundamental business issues.

BoaRD oF DiReCToRs 
The Board of Directors is responsible for the overall management of the Company and 
currently consists of seven members. information on the members of the Board, the 
positions they hold, their professional history and qualifications can be found in the relevant 
section of the Company website. as part of the corporate governance strategy, the 
Board of Directors has established an audit Committee and a human Resources and 
Remuneration Committee.

auDiT CoMMiTTee 
The audit Committee, consisting of members of the Board of Directors, was established 
to assist the Board in:

●Overseeing the Company ’̀s IFRS compliance; 

●Overseeing the Company’̀ s compliance with legal and regulatory requirements;

●Verifying the independent auditors̀ ’ qualifications;

●Overseeing the performance of the independent auditor;

Monitoring the system of internal controls over financial reporting, 

and compliance with the Company’̀ s ethical standards.

Current audit Committee was reappointed on July 25, 2013 and consists of 2 members: 
Marcus J. Rhodes (Chairman) and Vladimir Mekhrishvili.
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Start-up expenses for new restaurants increased by 90 basis points as a percentage 
of total revenue in 2013 in comparison to 2012 due to higher preopening expenses 
per store on railway stations sites than our average per store and also to additional 
expenses related to our revitalization program.

Other net losses decreased by 10 basis points as a percentage of total revenue in 2013 
in comparison to2012.

Loss from operating activity after impairment stood at (0.9)% in 2013 in comparison 
with Profit from operating activity after impairment of 1.4% in 2012, all measured as a 
percentage of total revenue.

The decrease of net financial expenses by 10 basis points is mainly driven by a lower 
charge of amounts due to partners of 30 basis points.

income tax expense in 2013 decreased by 70 basis points compared to 2012.

loss after tax from discontinued operations in 2013 amounted RuB 220 mln. For 
more information please refer to note 8 of the financial statements for the year ended 
December 31, 2012.

as a result, Net loss margin increased to (4.7)% in 2013 from (2.4)% in 2012.

EBITDA margin in 2013 decreased to 2.4% from a margin of 5.0% in 2012, EBITDA 
margin before impairment decreased to 3.8% in 2013 in comparison to 6.8% in 
2012. EBITDA margin before impairment and write-offs decreased to 4.5% in 2013                       
from 7.5% in 2012.
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Within the framework of our portfolio optimization we transferred to franchisees our 
corporate operations in 3 countries: ukraine, hungary and the Czech Republic. as at 
December 31, 2013 the disposed business was classified as discontinued operations and 
its results for both years, 2013 and 2012, are presented in a separate line in the income 
statement.

in 2013 consolidated revenue amounted to RuB 9,851 mln. Corporate restaurants revenue 
decreased by (2.3)% which was mainly due to the implementation of the strategic plan to 
improve our portfolio, including exiting unprofitable and non-core restaurants. our same 
store portfolio gross revenue increased in 2013 by 0.1% y-o-y, as a result of 2.8% increase 
in average spend and (2.6)% decrease in traffic. Revenue from franchising increased by 
4.9% mainly due to franchising fee payments related to prolongation of some franchising 
contracts.

Gross profit margin decreased to 17.2% in 2013 from 19.8% in 2012 mainly driven by a 180 
basis points increase in rent and by a 20 basis points increase in payroll and related taxes, 
all measured as a percentage of total revenue.

Payroll and rent increases were mostly driven by inflation and, as a result of revenues 
decrease, those items increased as a percentage of sales in 2013.

Selling, general and administrative expenses decreased as a percentage of revenue 
to 14.3% in 2013 from 15.0% in 2012 driven mainly by a decrease of 30 basis points 
in advertising, 60 basis points in allowance for impairment of advances paid, taxes 
recoverable and receivables, all measured as a percentage of total revenue.
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Cash flow from operating activities stood at RuB 3 mln in 2013 from RuB 596 mln in 
2012. Cash flow before changes in operating assets and liabilities decreased by 54.3% to                                 
RuB 351 mln from RuB 768 mln  mainly due to a lower gross profit earned by the company in 
2013 in comparison with 2012. The increase in net operating Assets in 2013 of RuB (133) mln 
includes prepayment for RuB 301 mln related to our new development in transpor hubs. 

Net cash used in investing activities increased by 128.1% to RuB 486 mln in 2013 from 
RuB 213 mln in 2012.

Net cash flow from financing activities in 2013 represents mainly proceeds from bank 
loans as summarized in the table below.

Total gross debt of the Group increased by 27.3% and net debt increased by 54.9% 
in 2013 when compared with the corresponding figures as at December 31, 2012, 
mainly due to prepayment for 301 mln rubles related to our development opportunities 
in transpor hubs. The maturity profile of our debt portfolio improved with the long-term 
component increasing to 97.8% as at December 31, 2013 from 39.3% as at December 
31, 2012. Also our debt portfolio is ruble denominated with fixed interest rates. Net debt/
EBITDA ratio increased to 6.1x as at December 31, 2013 from 1.9x as at December 31, 
2012.Net debt/EBITDA before impairment and write-offs ratio increased to 3.2x as at                 
December 31, 2013 from 1.2x as at December 31, 2012.

[1] EBITDA is calculated by adding back depreciation and amortization to profit from operating activities after impairment. EBITDA measures are 
not measurements of our operating performance under IFRS and should not be considered as an alternative to profit for the year, operating profit 
or any other performance measures derived in accordance with IFRS or as an alternative to cash flow from operating activities or as a measure 
of our liquidity. Our approach to calculating EBITDA may differ from the approach of other companies.
[2] EBITDA is calculated over the 12 preceding calendar months.
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